Efficiency of a hierarchical protocol for high throughput structure-based virtual screening on GRID5000 cluster grid
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Abstract: Most modern computational techniques in the drug discovery areas put demands on large computer resources. Grid computing offers a powerful alternative way of running computationally intensive applications. One field of the drug innovation process that can benefit greatly from the use of grid resources is the high-throughput virtual screening approach for docking huge chemical compound libraries into known protein-binding sites. The use of computational grids is the combination of computer resources from multiple administrative domains, heterogeneous, and geographically dispersed applications to a common task that requires a great number of computer-processing cycles or the need to process large amounts of data. This study detailed a screening campaign, on Grid5000 cluster grid computing infrastructure, concerning the ZINC database, from which a subset of ∼600,000 “drug-like” molecules was extracted, against three structures of the liver-X receptor β (LXRβ). A funnel strategy was used for that purpose, starting from a fast but simple shape matching procedure and achieved with more complex molecular dynamics simulations. From a total of ∼91 million three-dimensional conformations which were generated at the beginning of the funnel and after intermediate filtering steps, the process ended with 45 putative hits. The GRID5000 is a highly reconfigurable, controllable, and monitorable experimental cluster grid, connecting nine sites geographically distributed in France, and featuring more than 3,200 processors and 5,700 cores. To hide the complexity of the grid system from the user, the GRID5000 has been used through the virtual screening manager for grid computing (VSM-G) platform, dedicated to in silico screening and to provide maximum computing power by using grid resources efficiently. The whole screening process required around 82 days (78 days of pre-processing and 3.6 days for the docking funnel itself) and utilized 3,144 nodes over nine sites. The use of grid infrastructures and hierarchical filtering protocol enable us to perform evaluations of the binding capabilities of millions of compounds on several conformations of a given target and propose that, with a low cost, most promising compounds for in vitro tests.
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Introduction

Drug discovery is a very expensive process. There are now millions of chemicals which can be tested by in vitro high-throughput screening (HTS) to determine their ability to bind to, inhibit, or activate biomolecular targets.1–3 Because of the cost of large HTS campaigns, many researchers have directed their efforts to developing computational tools able to perform virtual screening (VS) prior to HTS.1–3 The cost of performing in silico screens is less than that of HTS methods. Thus structure-based VS approaches, using molecular docking engines, may provide the key to limit the huge number of
compounds to be evaluated by HTS to a smaller subset that is more likely to yield putative “hits”. Structure-based virtual screening uses knowledge of the target protein’s structure to select candidate compounds with which it is likely to favourably interact. Even when the structure of the target is known, the design of a molecule capable of binding to it is a daunting challenge, as the complexity of the problem is in reality far greater than the simple lock-and-key picture. For example, the conformations of both the ligand and the receptor may change during the process of binding. In addition, the thermodynamics of the binding process need to be taken into account. When applied at a high-throughput level, structure-based VS requires sufficient computing power to handle the docking of millions of potential ligands into hundreds of target conformations. Despite the decreasing cost and increasing speed of computing hardware, so that a single docking calculation (one ligand conformation into one target) can take as little as two minutes on a personal computer, the total time needed to perform 100,000,000 calculations would be 381 years! Moreover, as screening millions of molecules on different geographical sites requires a high communication demand for data exchange, a computational data challenge is also emerging.

Access to very large computing resources is therefore needed for successful high-throughput virtual screening campaigns. Basically, there are two approaches to speed up the structure-based high-throughput virtual screening (HTVS) process, and to significantly reduce the constraint of required time and resources addressing the performance bottleneck. The first is to run the calculations on massively parallel supercomputers. This requires the docking programs to be modified; the code is parallelized and optimized for the particular machine configuration. The second approach is to spread the calculations on an array of processors (a grid infrastructure). This allows the docking codes to be kept as they are.

Since dedicated parallel computers are more difficult to access, grid systems are now a more popular way to cope with a growing requirement for high computational resources and to speed-up the drug development process. Moreover, the flexibility of grid systems allows them to be configured as parallel computers. Parallel programming runtimes can be used to develop parallel applications that utilize the collection of processors simultaneously. This high performance computing or parallel processing approach can be used to substantially reduce the runtime of large applications such as molecular dynamics (MD) for which subtasks need to communicate many times per second. Alternatively a batch-scheduling system can be employed to combine the computing power of hundreds or thousands of computing nodes together for individual sequential calculations such as fast rigid docking. This high-throughput computing or embarrassingly parallel approach is done by running many independent jobs simultaneously on multiple processors for which subtasks never have to communicate.

Our use of both types of grid tasks (sequential and parallel) is described in this paper in the framework of the GRID5000 project. To identify successfully, among a large chemical library, a subset of compounds significantly enriched in hits, the challenge is therefore to develop a selection pipeline which uses the benefits of the two approaches above to speed-up and reduce constraint, time, and resources in the structure-based HTVS experience.

Thus the selection pipeline is built up with a structure-based program ranging from crude-but-fast matching procedures, able to consider millions of putative ligands and using an embarrassingly parallel approach with cluster grid computing, to accurate-but-slow methods working only on reduced subsets with parallel processing. We have used the sequential approach for the preliminary stages of structure-based virtual screening of the ZINC database against three structures of the liver-X receptor β (LXR β). These two stages were the fast geometrical matching molecular surface spherical harmonic (MSSH)/spherical harmonic coefficient filter (SHEF)/procedure, followed by the GOLD flexible docking program. We used the parallel approach in the final NAMD MD simulation of the best protein and ligand structures.

Material and methods

Grid’5000 infrastructure

Grid’5000 (Grid5000) is a French scientific instrument devoted to the study of large scale parallel and distributed systems. It aims at providing a highly reconfigurable, controllable, and monitorable experimental platform to its users. The initial aim to reach 5,000 computing cores in the platform was reached during winter 2008–2009. The infrastructure of Grid5000 is geographically distributed on different sites hosting the instrument, initially nine in France. Porto Alegre, Brazil is now officially the 10th site. Figure 1 presents an overview of Grid5000. Every site hosts one or several clusters and all sites are connected by high speed network (10 Gbps since 2007). Figure 1 gives the number of CPUs for every cluster. Two-thirds of the nodes are dual CPU 1U racks equipped with two AMD Opteron (AMD, Paris, France) running at 2 GHz, 2 GG of memory and two 1 Gpbs ethernet...
adapters (Xerox Corporation, Norwalk, CT). The associated clusters are also equipped with high-speed network connections (Myrinet, InfiniBand, etc). To hide the complexity of the implementation, a portal is layered above the grid infrastructure and the end-users. The portal is configured so that the end-user will see only the resources allocated plus information on the running of the jobs.

Implementation of VSM-G on the Grid5000 grid

The portal management was provided by a parameter sweep tool (APST).\(^\text{37,38}\) The APST was embedded in our VSM platform dedicated to HTVS and was used to build a multi-cluster environment, connected through the high speed network, from which a user can allocate a number of processors and utilize them shortly before releasing them back to the resource pool.\(^\text{37}\) Such a portal must interface with pieces of software that efficiently control the backend system.

The VSM platform consisted of pre-processing engines for screening both protein targets and small molecules, and of a funnel-based docking strategy (Figure 2). At each step of the funnel, depending on tuning, a proportion of inappropriate molecules were discarded. The system aimed to start with several million compounds along with several hundred target conformations, eventually yielding a small set of putative hit compounds.

Alongside this we have developed monitoring Java applets for checking the available Grid5000 resources, allowing a user to make the appropriate reservations, to submit jobs, to parse the APST logs, to select the files describing candidate molecules, and to provide information on the progress of the computations. Other applets applied check to avoid duplicate calculations and, in cases where calculations had failed, organize repeat calculations. An important feature of our system is fault tolerance. Thanks to APST, when a processor fails, is reclaimed by a higher priority task or is returned to the pool of accessible processors. Because its reservation has finished, tasks assigned to this processor are not lost and are automatically executed to other resources. When the screening of all the molecules was complete, a final applet retrieved the result files. An example of how APST/Grid5000 calculations are managed is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 1 Overview of Grid5000, showing the Grid5000 sites as well as the gateway configurations.\(^\text{48}\)

Figure 2 VSM multiple steps screening funnel
The APST daemon, SHEF, GOLD, and NAMD applications were installed on all nine Grid5000 sites.

Data preparation

Target structures

Liver-X receptors are interesting targets because their therapeutic interest is well acknowledged, especially in cardiovascular diseases. This work specifically studies the LXR β isoform of liver-X receptors because several X-ray structures are available in the Protein DataBank (PDB): 1P8D, 1PQ6, 1PQ9, providing some highlight about the protein binding site flexibility which has been studied in detail. 40–42 The differences between these structures reveal a large plasticity of the ligand-binding pocket to accommodate
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compounds with noticeably different shapes and sizes. For each of these X-ray structures the most complete chain was retained (chain A for 1P8D, and chain B for 1PQ6 and 1PQ9) and eventually completed in order to be used in the docking calculation (this preparative procedure has already been described).

Ligand databases

The ligands used in this study are composed of molecules present in the ZINC database that were commercially available in March 2006 from three suppliers, ChemDiv, Enamine, and Comgenex. We used this molecular database as it has been already used as a reference set in proof-of-concept studies of virtual screening techniques. A preliminary filtering procedure was performed on the whole ZINC library, using Lipinski’s rule-of-five allowing a single violation for each structure. This gave a total of 598,375 unique molecules that was stored into the VSM-G working database. In order to take ligand flexibility into account, conformational sampling was performed for each compound in this working database using Omega software (version 2.2.1; OpenEye Scientific Software Inc., Santa Fe, NM). A maximum of 400 conformers were allowed for each compound giving an average of about 150 conformers by compound when considering the whole set of compounds. This produced the VSM-G conformer database containing around 91 million three-dimensional (3D) structures.

Screening process

For each protein LXR β structure, a virtual screening experiment was performed according to the three steps constituting our selection funnel (Figure 4). A first screen of the database containing the 91 million conformer 3D structures as selected above was done with the SHEF docking method. Prior to this step, the molecular surface of the compounds and the cavity surface of the protein active sites were calculated with the MSSH program. Next, the SHEF docking results were collected, ranked according to their score, and a new, much smaller, database was built consisting of a user-defined top percentage of the ranked compounds. Briefly, each 3D structure of the conformer database was submitted to the MSSH procedure in order to describe its shape with the spherical harmonics expansion coefficients. The surface integration for calculating the expansion coefficients is computationally expensive. Representation of the molecular surfaces of a target binding site and ligand by their expansion coefficients allows a shape comparison between the two surfaces to be achieved. For this purpose, considering the surface of the target as rigid and fixed, the coefficients of the ligand molecule are rotated in order to obtain the minimal root-mean-square distance of these coefficients and those of the target by SHEF. This was achieved within the VSM-G platform. According to our experience, 8,000 SHEF-score top-ranked molecules were therefore retained for each 1PQ6, 1PQ9, and 1P8D protein structure to be passed to the next filter. This number of 8,000 was retained according to previous studies as containing most of the molecules of interest.

This new set of putative ligands was screened using the semi-flexible GOLD docking method which performs more accurate, but more computationally expensive dockings. The molecules and the LXR β target binding sites were
preparing with the VSM routines, 50 docking trials were performed on each protein target for each compound, and the one giving the best score was retained. The docking results were collected from each of these additional GOLD screenings and used to build a new database consisting of the GoldScore scoring function ranked compounds. From them, the top 15 structures for each protein target were selected for the next filter. 

Finally, MD simulations were used to re-rank these 15 molecules on each target. At this stage each protein/ligand complex was embedded within an explicit water box of 80 Å³ size. The NAMD inputs were similar to those already used in our paper concerning induced fit phenomena in LXR β complexes and were prepared using an interface with the visual VMD program. For each one of these 45 complexes (15 molecules × 3 protein structures), 10 ns of MD.
simulation were recorded after the necessary minimization (6,400 conjugate gradients) and equilibration (100 ps) steps. Each set of 10,000 frames recorded from the MD runs for each complex was further analyzed to check the intermolecular interactions energy using the “pair-interactions” feature of NAMD.50

From this point, a consensus scoring of the results from all three filters ranked all candidates according to the average predicted value given by each filter or “rank–by-number” was used to determine which compounds had the predicted highest binding affinity for the protein’s binding site. This method, which combines multiple scoring functions in binding affinity estimation, leads to higher hit-rates in virtual screening.31 These compounds will be tested in the laboratory.

Results
Our results for the three stages are summarized in Table 1 and detailed below.

MSSH preliminary calculations for SHEF
The average time needed to calculate the spherical harmonic surface for a single conformer was two seconds. Hence the total processor time for 91,063,822 conformers would be ~6 years. It is necessary to find the optimal number of conformers to be sent to each of the 1,200 nodes allocated in the Grid5000 cluster. This was found to be 200 after several trials (Figure 5).

The first step before starting the Grid5000 experiment was to set the best number of conformers to be sent in a single task on a given cluster in order to achieve the best balance between the IO and CPU times. For that purpose, several sizes of IO were tested and the optimal value was found to be around 200 conformers per MSSH run (Figures 5a and 5b). The packages (200 conformers) that present the best ratio were used to screen the three targets with all 91,063,822 ligand conformers. Overall computing time and nodes used are described in Table 1. For all three LXR β targets the total Grid5000 time was 78 days, with 73 days lost in data transfer, compared to 93,000 days without Grid5000.

These results highlight different problems during the MSSH simulation such as the saturation of the bandwidth, the too-long time used for file transfer, and the poor distribution of tasks. But this task has to be done only one time as the spherical harmonic surfaces for all these compounds can be reused later for another search on other targets.

SHEF filter
A single SHEF run for one conformer versus one LXR β cavity was only 0.014 seconds. Bearing this in mind, together with the file transfer problems encountered with the MSSH runs on the whole grid, we have run all the 91,063,822 SHEF calculations with one LXR β target calculation on only one cluster of the Grid5000 grid using 64 nodes where all the data was stored locally. The results are shown in Table 1. For all three LXR β targets the total Grid5000 time was ~17 hours with no time lost in data transfer, compared to 45 days without Grid5000.

GOLD filter
The next step was to run the GOLD program on the limited subset of 8,000 molecules appearing as putative suitable candidates after the SHEF calculations on one LXR β cavity. The molecules and the LXR β binding site for one target were prepared with the VSM routine. For one molecule, using 50 possible attempts, the average processor time of GOLD execution was around 12 minutes, thus the time for running the total subset of molecules would be 67 days on a single processor. For the 8 hours reservation we had, the experiment used six sites and 600 nodes. The results obtained using 50 molecules/run are detailed in Table 1. All calcula-

| Table 1 Computing time for each layer of VSM-G platform with three LXR β as the target |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                                | Number of       | Granularity of  | Optimal number  | Total time      | Total time      | Estimated      | Total time      | Total time      |
|                                | compounds       | program          | compounds in    | for one task    | to transfer     | sequential     | used with      | lost in        |
|                                |                 |                  | one task        | input for       | for one task    | time used      | Grid5000        | transfer files |
| MSSH                            | 91,063,822      | 2 s              | 200             | 29.4 s          | 27.4 s          | 1,200          | 93,000 days    | 78 days        | 73 days        |
| SHEF                            | 91,063,822      | 0.014 s          | 200             | 0.014 s         | 0               | 64             | 45 days        | 17 h           | 0             |
| GOLD                            | 24,000          | 12.58 min        | 1               | 13 min          | 2 s             | 600            | 217 days       | 9 h            | 80 sec         |
| NAMD                            | 45 (9 × 5)      | 360 min          | 1               | 362 min         | 2 min (5 clusters of 256 nodes each) | 1,280 | 12 days (1 cluster of 256 nodes) | 60 h | 90 min |
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tions on the three LXR β targets give a total Grid5000 time of 9 hours, compared to 216 days on a single processor. Only 80 seconds were lost in data transfer.

**NAMD final refinements**

From the 8000 molecules docked with GOLD, we selected the 45 best ranked compounds and their corresponding poses within the LXR β binding site (15 best molecules for each PQ6, PQ9, and P8D protein conformations) to be submitted to a MD refinement. For each one of these 45 complexes, 10 ns MD simulations were recorded after the necessary minimization (6,400 conjugate gradients) and equilibration (100 ps) steps. These 45 MD simulations were spread across five Grid5000 sites with nine tasks/clusters using 1,280 nodes (256 nodes on each cluster). The procedure is similar to that used by other workers. We took advantage of the InfiniBand (InfiniBand Trade Association, Beaverton, OR) capabilities of the Grid5000 clusters providing 100%...
efficiency for each node on which NAMD was running. The results of these calculations are shown in Table 1. The entire MD calculations for all three LXR \( \beta \) targets was achieved on the Grid5000 cluster grid in a total time of 2.5 days with 90 minutes lost in data transfer. The same 45 calculations, using only one Grid5000 cluster with 256 nodes, would have taken 12 days and, on a smaller cluster of 32 nodes without InfiniBand, 244 days.

From all these funnel calculations, and according to the protein/ligand intermolecular interaction energy plots obtained after the MD calculations (giving an estimate of the binding capabilities of the considered ligands), five compounds gave very good results, similar or better to the ones obtained for known effective ligands (such as the tularic compound) in previous calculations on the same system.\(^4^5\) The best molecule was obtained from the Enamine provider under ID T5540452 and its protein/ligand interaction plot is presented in Figure 6. The superposition of T5540452 compound with the tularic (44B) crystallographic ligand from LXR \( \beta \) RX structure is shown in Figure 7. It shows clearly that the T5540452 compound binds in the same place as the crystallographic ligand (44B) and fits better within the binding pocket of protein. These molecules will be used now, at a moderate cost, for in vitro tests.

**Discussion**

The use of grid infrastructures is now widely used for performing high-throughput “classical” docking calculations, making possible the evaluation of the binding capabilities of millions of compounds on a given target.\(^1^5\),\(^5^6\) But, as the number of chemicals to be tested continuously increases, these “classical” approaches, even using larger and larger grids, will be faced by several bottlenecks. These are due to the total CPU time needed to handle so many docking calculations, and the large amount of data that needs to be transferred to and from the computer, and stored. Our approach, using both a hierarchy of filters to reduce step by step the number of the chemicals to be considered, and a hierarchy of machines in a grid infrastructure, adapted to each screening step in the filter funnel, should help to overcome these bottlenecks. Thanks to Grid5000 all levels of the hierarchy can be executed on the same platform because in Grid5000 each node can be reserved individually (for small independent tasks) and each Grid5000 site hosts a cluster that can be reserved (for high-performance parallel application).

Nevertheless, with the workflow used here and with the results presented in this paper, several problems can be solved. This applies especially to the capability of middleware to handle the enormous number of very short CPU

---

**Figure 6** Variation of protein/ligand interaction energies for T5540452 versus LXR \( \beta \) crystallographic ligand tularic (44B) in 1PQ6 RX structure during the molecular dynamic trajectories using NAMD.
consuming jobs. In fact, as seen in Table 1, an equilibrated balance between the input/output and the calculations to be performed on a grid node seems a necessary requirement to achieve good performances on a very large scale simulation. Works are in progress in several laboratories to handle this problem on grids.

It is clear that the MSSH preliminary calculations are the lengthy ones (78 days). Of course if we compare the times required for one molecule using GOLD (~13 minutes) and using MSSH (2 seconds/conformer and therefore ~13 minutes for the 400 conformations generated for one molecule), it is obvious that the use of MSSH could be questionable. But several important points need to be made. Firstly, although an average of 150 conformers/molecule was produced, only an average of 5 minutes was used by MSSH/molecule meaning that MSSH remains at least three times faster than GOLD. Secondly, MSSH is able to handle a larger conformational diversity/molecule than GOLD as it will consider many more conformations for each ligand an average of 150 highly different conformers for MSSH compared to an average of 25 weakly different conformers for GOLD (this point is highlighted in Figure 8 for the T5540452 molecule). And thirdly, MSSH has to be done only one time and its results are reusable without any additional computing time for another docking of the same ligand database on another target or another conformation of the same target. This MSSH

Figure 7 LXR β structure complexes with Enamine T5540452 compound. The Enamine T5540452 compound (blue) binds in the same place than the crystallographic ligand (44B, also called Tularic) (red) of the LXR β structure (1pq6) and occupies a larger volume in the binding pocket.

Figure 8 Conformational diversity of GOLD (34 conformers) (A) and MSSH (400 conformers generated by Omega) (B) for T5540452 compound. Atomic root mean square displacement distance criteria between pairs of structures was used to represented the conformational diversity with MacroModel XCluster, version 9.6 (Schroörger, New York, NY).
preliminary step could also be more efficiently performed on a user’s workstation using GPU resources (work in progress) and not on the cluster grid itself.

Nevertheless, if, in this experience, we consider only the timings of the SHEF, GOLD and NAMD calculations (Table 1), it appears that spreading calculations on a cluster grid clearly provides an efficient benefit for high-throughput virtual screening (total time for the whole docking part itself of 3.6 days compared to 274 days without Grid5000). This result confirms the interest for developing such technology in several research groups. Nevertheless, the APST middleware which was used here is clearly not adapted to processing several million very short jobs, but is satisfactory for thousands of medium CPU time-consuming jobs. Because the distribution of tasks was not made in an optimal way, all the resources available were not used in an optimal way. This situation was mainly due to the transfer time of the input files for different jobs and due to the fact that APST uses only one daemon (apstd), which takes care of the distribution of all the tasks. To optimize MSSH on the grid, we plan to test the Athapascan or BOINC tools, which, while similar to APST, have multiple threads for the distribution of tasks.

Conclusions
From the present work, it appears clearly that with the VSM-G platform, coupled with a dedicated middleware, a user on the local cluster can execute an entire virtual screening experiment, ranging from large-scale fast matching between candidate chemicals and protein binding sites to more elaborate molecular dynamics refinements, with only a few commands since the processes of job distribution, monitoring progress, data manipulation, and retrieval of results has been automated by the platform. The large pool of resources offered by cluster grid computing enables to take advantage of a thorough, yet computationally expensive, docking strategy employing both sequential and parallel algorithms when screening a very large database of compounds.
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